
Optimal tour planning  
for your vehicle fleet 



PROLAG Transport is the natural extension of goods issue for companies with in-house vehicle 
operations. Our logistics experts have designed the tour management functionality to seamlessly 
integrate the path from dispatch to goods recipient into the overall flow of your intralogistics. 

The system offers a number of practical features for easy shipping of goods to an interim storage 
facility or to the end customer. Shipments are automatically assigned to a suitable tour based 
on the available shipping data. The app offers various acknowledgement options to suit different 
preferences including digital signature, employee initials or a photo function.
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– Optimal tour planning for companies with in-house  
	 fleet	operations

– Reliable system support all the way from goods issue  
 to the customer and back again

– Mobile connectivity thanks to our Android app,  
 PROLAG Go

– Empties and returns management

– Management of unscheduled returns

– Integrated incident management

– Delivery acknowledgement options such as digital  
 signature, employee initials, photo or scan

Our carrier thinks that delivering the products  
is actually the best part of the job. You sit in your 
comfy seat in the cab and have peace to think  
or listen to music. If only the boss would stop  
calling every few minutes.
“Hi there. OK, so the next pallet, the second  
one from the left right at the back, the one with  
the packing boxes, it’s going to a different  
address now.” 
The boss gives the carrier the new address.
The carrier sighs in despair. 
“That’s totally out of synch with the rest of the 
tour. I’ll have to unload everything again now, just 
because of one pallet.” 
“You’ll manage. Have you delivered those chemical 
detergents yet?”
The carrier picks up a tattered notebook and tries 
to decipher the writing.  
“No, but I can’t read the address,” he says irritably.
“Oops, that’s my terrible handwriting again.”  
The boss laughs. 
“OK, I’ll stay on the line and give you directions. 
Where are you right now?”
The carrier leans his head despondently on the 
steering wheel. Is there any chance of today’s  
deliveries arriving on time?
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PROLAG Transport

Simplifies your  
tour management 



PROLAG Transport is the latest addition to the PROLAG World intralogistics  
software suite. It adds valuable functions to the overall package: system- 
supported goods transport to the distribution centre and customer. The  
solution offers a number of practical features for easy shipping of goods to  
an interim storage facility or to the end customer. 

PROLAG Transport uses the available shipment data to automatically assign 
the best and most efficient tour to a shipment. Intelligent order management 
means that transportation costs are minimised, and the space in the trans-
port vehicle is optimally allocated for each tour thanks to efficient loading and  
unloading. Empties management brings further economic benefits for each  
tour. Drivers can use the integrated incident management functionality to 
act immediately in the event of any incidents occurring during the tour, or if  
the recipient is not at home to accept the delivery. The app offers various  
acknowledgement options to suit different customer preferences – digital  
signature, employee initials or a photo function, for example.

PROLAG Transport –  
from goods issue
to the customer
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Mobile processes in  
intralogistics and beyond 
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PROLAG Transport can be seen as an enhancement of intralogistics to include 
goods delivery. Its functionalities are anchored both in internal and external 
processes, in other words. The basis of transport management is delivery tour 
planning. The system determines when deliveries go out, factoring in the in-
structions of both recipient and logistics centre. The delivery tour, carrier and  
transport vehicle load unit type are allocated, and the address sequence  
and delivery destinations are defined and managed automatically.  

Automatic shipping tour assignment minimises the effort involved in tour  
planning. Transport management all the way from goods issue to the dispatch 
area enables intelligent loading, optimal fleet utilisation and lower freight costs. 
Employees are assisted by a mobile terminal: The individual steps of goods  
delivery are supported digitally by PROLAG Go.



Empties, returns  
and incident  
management 
Thanks to the mobile connectivity provided by PROLAG Transport, delivery is 
also fully supported by the system. The app has a high potential for process  
optimisation. Drivers receive all relevant information about the freight, the  
number of deliveries, and any scheduled pick-ups of empties or returns.  

If an extra distribution centre is added to the tour before the final delivery,  
the app notifies the driver accordingly and the information is recorded on 
the relevant delivery note. Even unscheduled returns can be easily booked in  
the system during a tour and also scanned if necessary. Depending on the cus-
tomer’s preferences, returns are acknowledged by scan, digital signature or 
photo. The integrated incident management functionality provides drivers with 
a valuable tool for taking the appropriate steps to declare an incident in the 
event that a delivery cannot be made. 

Unscheduled returns can be entered in the system during a tour.
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PROLAG Transport  
bietet Ihnen zahlreiche  
praktische Features  

– Optimal tour planning for companies with in-house  
	 fleet	operations

– Reliable system support all the way from goods issue  
 to the customer and back again

– Mobile connectivity thanks to our Android app,  
 PROLAG Go

– Empties and returns management

– Management of unscheduled returns

– Integrated incident management

– Delivery acknowledgement options such as digital signature,  
 employee initials, photo or scan

– Optimum connection to intralogistics 

– Ownership management

– Address and shipping location management

– Load and unload management
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References

... and more



CIM GmbH

Livry-Gargan-Straße 10
82256 Fürstenfeldbruck

 +49 8141 5102-0
 info@cim.de

CIM GmbH
Münster Office
Wolbecker Windmühle 67
48167 Münster

 +49 2506 30615-0
 info@cim.de

CIM GmbH
The Netherlands Office
Prinses Margrietplantsoen 33
2595 AM Den Haag

 +31 (0) 70 450 002-0
 info@cim-logistics.nl

 FOLLOW US


